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I recently sat down for a private strategy session with a business owner to discuss his growing 
online business. I don’t do 1-on-1 consulting — he is a friend of mine — but if I were to put a 
price on this, I would have charged $25,000 for this “white-glove” conversation.  

Here are the notes my friend took during our strategy session, organized around Zero To 
Launch frameworks. 

My friend is already earning over $150,000/year. Notice your response to this information: 

 ▶ SOME WILL SAY, “WELL, THIS CAN’T HELP ME…I’M NOT EARNING THAT MUCH”

 ▶ OTHERS WILL SAY, “GREAT! I CAN’T WAIT TO LEARN WHAT CHANGES AT THAT LEVEL SO I 

CAN GET THERE”

In ZTL, we encourage you to study the best. If someone is earning $150,000+ a year from 
their online business, they know something. And if you can apply just one insight from them, 
you can grow quickly, too.

As you read these notes, notice that no matter what level your business is in, we all face 
similar challenges: Thinking big, charging for the value we create, and focusing on the 
strategies and tactics that work.

My friend’s notes below: 

 ▶ Revelation: “I haven’t been playing to win”

 ▶ With a small staff, I can’t pursue projects which don’t help me strategically

 ▶ Say no to everything that’s not strategic

 ▶ Pick three things and focus on those exclusively

 ▶ Eliminate all projects/tasks that won’t increase income by at least 10% per year

 ▶ I’m afraid of killing successful products, even though they don’t fit my strategy going 
forward

 ▶ To reframe the fear: I need to start thinking of my business as a $500k/1M per year 
business right now and see all the money I’m not earning today as the loss

Develop Your Winning Mindset

My friend pursued several 

projects that were minor wins. He 

was still doing non-strategic tasks 

like comment approval, which 

could be outsourced. He was 

blocked on hiring, so I broke the 

process down for him and helped 

him see that he could do it. 

With this framework, he realized 

how he could scale with the 

help of others and his attention 

focused on Big Wins.

Once we set a revenue goal for 

him — 500K — I arbitrarily picked 

a number below which a project 

would not make sense. Like this:

“If a new project is not going to 

generate $20K, it’s not worth 

doing.”

He had initial resistance — “But 

what if it pays off in 3 years, what 

if I already started,” etc, but I 

showed him how focus is critical.

Once he internalized this idea, 

he was able to immediately kill 

over 40% of the projects he was 

working on.

Having a clear goal provides 

massive clarity in deciding what to 

do and what not to do.

Then, when you do it, you can 

go all in.

http://zerotolaunchsystem.com/
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Notice he’s embracing the 

artisanal approach to his business. 

Yes, my friend could “squeeze 

every dollar” out of his product, 

but instead he’s choosing to do 

business on his own terms.

 ▶ Shift the front-end focus of the blog. All articles and newsletters need to reflect the 
overall business direction

 ▶ Research needs to be stepped up. My earlier products were lower on research and more 
focused on producing content

 ▶ Improved quality = correct advice + laser-focused on my customers’ deep problems 

 ▶ Don’t apologize or be defensive of new exclusivity. Might upset some people but this 
short-term pain is necessary for long-term health

 ▶ Everything needs to fit in with a strategic focus — not just doing random tactics. My 
articles, my projects, my habits all need to fit that strategy. If it doesn’t, eliminate it

 ▶ Need to launch more often (i.e. from 1x annually → 4x)

 ▶ A broken product strategy is okay TEMPORARILY. Develop an exit strategy so it’s fixed in 
12-18 months

 ▶ Don’t look at projects that can’t be sold for at least $500 or $50 per month

 ▶ Kill products that don’t fit my new strategy

 ▶ Do a final launch for                           and build a higher-end successor product

 ▶ Reframe 1: I’m not selling information, but selling results—therefore I can give away 
more info for free, helping people who can’t afford my top-end work 

 ▶ Reframe 2: Building world-class products requires enormous investment. By not 
charging enough, I’m forced to build lower quality products which can’t deliver as much 
value

 ▶ My conversion rates are too good, which means price is too low 

 ▶ I’m doing a disservice to my customers by not running a better business

 ▶ Do competitive research to see other pricing strategies

 ▶ Do 4 launches this year: Ebook repackaging sale,                           final sale,                         
product,                           successor product 1st launch

 ▶ Customer retention has been dropping over the last few years. I’d prefer to end the 
product on my own terms now and build something better, than be forced to react later 
on

Your Traffic and Audience 

Your Product

Your Sales

It is critical to remember that the 

biggest growth is ahead of you, 

not behind. So while you always 

want to respect the people who 

got you here — by continuing to 

provide amazing material and in 

many other ways — you have to 

focus on the growth ahead of you. 

This will come from people you 

haven’t yet met

Another reframe, this time to the 

mental barrier “I don’t want to 

charge too much because I want 

to help as many people as I can.”

A reframe to the popular 

objection of “How can I justify 

charging for information if I give 

away information for free?”

This doesn’t just apply to 

advanced students. Always ask 

yourself: ‘Does what I’m doing fit 

in with my larger strategy?’ If not, 

get rid of it.

For example: “I want to go from 

$200K to $500K. That means 

everything I do needs to focus 

around that number. 

Will X help me get to $500K? 

No? Kill it.

Note: It is very difficult to get to 

500K with 100,000 $5 purchases. 

This is why we set a “$20K floor” 

on projects. Anything worth below 

$20K gets killed. That number is 

arbitrary, but it helped my friend 

think big.

http://zerotolaunchsystem.com/

